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Abstract

The multiplieI' effects resulting from an isolated ino-ease :in the level

of public constmrption vithin different public branches are investJ'ic:>'-'ov~c

and th.e policy implications are discussed. The article beg:ins vith a

theorethical analysis which sho"s ;"hy and in i-lhich "mys these multipliers

can be expected to differ betveen public branches. 'l'hereaftey, aD

empirical investigation is given, based on simul'ltions 'ilith an

econometric model of the Swedish economy. In this model the public

activities are divided into 13 different public branches. The effects

of an increase in public consumption on elYIlJJ,O"lment, import s and private

consUtllption are found to differ considera"bly depending on vlhich brandl

of the public sector is expanded. SOUle:; implicaticns for short run

stabilization policy are discu3sed. The article ends with a special

analysis of the implications for a medium tel'm planning 'problem:

the trade off between private and public consuIllption grovTth. This

on the old topic llprivate or public con-

sumption". In an economy with highly differentiated productioD in the

public sector the trade-off is SbOVill not to be unlQue. The sacrifice

of private on growth corresponding to a glven of

public consumption expenditures ITill vary considerably according to the

distribution of th~ public consuIuption gromh 'rlithin the different

branches of the public sector.

~ The authors express
for helpful comments and

i~ude to Sten Bergman and Mervyn King
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l. Introduction

An isolated increase ln the level of public consumption gives rlse

to a multiplier effect in the econom~. The public sector will demand

more input goods from the industrial sectors. Employment will lncrease

both in the private and public sectors. Accordingly, there will be an

increase in the demand for consumption goods. These first round effects

will then work through the economy Yla the pattern of interindustrial

deliveries and via the Keynesian consumption multiplier.

There is no reason to believe that the resulting effects on the

economy are independent of the branch of government, in which the in

creased consumption takes place. Instead, we will get different ®llti

plier effects for different public branches depending on the mix of in

puts employed in the branches. Even though these differences might be

of a considerable magnitude and therefore important from a policy point

of view, they are usually not considered in even the large scale econo

metric modeIs.

The purpose of this paper is to work out these multiplier effects

on employment, imports and private consumption for the Swedish economy

and to discuss the implications of the results. In particular we will

analyze how the trade-off between private and public consumption varies

according to different distribution patterns of the public consumption

growth within the various branches of the public sector. Gur basic

tool of analysis is a medium-term model of the Swedish economy develop-

ed by the authors (the IUI-model).l) An important feature of this model

lS its detailed specification of the public sector. Public consmnption

takes place in 13 different branches. Concerning multiplier effects the

model captures interindustrial multipliers as weIl as Keynesian income

propagation through private consumption.

Among former studies dealing with effects of public expenditure

on a disaggregated level that should be mentioned are Morishima U972]

and Forsell U975]. Both of these authors works are similars in spirit

to what is attempted here. In their studies, however, different ex

penditure patterns vis-a-vis the private sector are not linked to dif

ferent kinds of government activities.

2. A simplified model

We start with a theoretical analysis, carried out by the help of a

simplified version of the rUI-model. In this'simplified version we

omit, among other things, the lag structure of the original model aIld

classification cpnverters.

l) A full accolmt of this model is given ln Jakobsson (1977] and
Dahlberg [1.97 7] .
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The model has 23 producing sectors. For each one of these

we have the basic accounting identity that total supply equals total

demand.

M. + X. ::: A.X + pe. + LF. + Fl. + 01. + ~S. + EX.
l l l l l l l l l

1 = l, ... ,23

where

M. ::: imports to sector l
l

X. ::: gross production ln sector l
l

A. ::: rm,,-vector of input coefficients
l

pe. ::: private consumption of sector l goods
l

LF. ::: public expendi tures on sector l goods
l

Pr. ::: gross private capital formation of sector l goods
l

Or. ::: gross public capital formation of sector l goods
l

AS. ::: change i inventories of sector i goods
l

EX. ::: exports from sector i.
l

Exogeneous variables are denoted by a bar.

The relation between gross production and value added

(VA.) in sector i is given by
l

23
VA. ::: X.(l-a. -.Ela .. ).,

l l 1. ~=; Jl ~
l ::: l, .,. ,23

where 01,. denofes the sales tax ratio on
1.

output-coefficients.

The original model contains import functi~ns for the 23 pro

duction sectors. The specification of these contains ln many cases a lag

structure. A basic element in the functions is that imports in sector i

is depending on total demand of sector i goods. l ) Here, however, we make

the simplification that imports are a constant fraction of gross pro

duction in that sector:

l) For a similar treatment of imports within the fra.rne\wrk of a large scale
econometric model, see Barker [1970].
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Labour productivity lS assumed to be constant. Therefore

we get employment (Li ) in the production sectors as a constant

fraction of value added in each sector.

L. = VA.
l l

l- ,
A.

l

where A. = labour productivity ln sector l.
l

l = l )"'; 23 (4)

Total wage bill in the production sectors is glven by

23
BILL w .L.,

pl l

~here w . lS average wage rate in sector i.
pl

The different activities in the public sector are determined

by the level of public consumption OC 2 (2 = 1, .. ~13) in 13 different

branches of central and local gover~~ent. Government expenditure in the

different sectors is determined by the following input-output relation

ship:

13
LFi :=j~l yij oe j ,

where Y.. lS an input
1J

(6)

Employment ln the public sector (aL) lS given by

aL = Ed.
J

oe. ~
J

where d
j

denotes labour requirements for a unit of public con

sumption in branch j. The public wage-bill is given by

OBILL = w .
oJ

d .oe. :I
J J

(8)

where w . denotes average vage level ln branch J.
oJ
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While the original model eontains a detai~ed speeifieation of

ineome formation in the household sector, for our purposes it is sufficient

to eons idel' only two sourees of ineome, namely, wage ineome and transfers

from the public sector. We then have disposable household ineome as

DISP = BILL + OBILL - T + S,

where T = tax payments of the household sector (ineluding wage taxes

and soeialseeurity eontributions that are assumed to be born

by the wage earners)

S =transfers to households.

Also in the formulation of the tax funetion we here simplify the very

detailed speeifieation
l

) of the original model. In particular we

suppose that tax payments are a linear function of total wage-bill ln the

household sector:

T = p(BILL+OBILL) + To.

Coneerning household eonsumption we suppose that total house

hold expenditure (Yl is a constant fraction (el of disposable ln

come (DISP). The distribution of expenditure on eorr~odities is deter-
0\

mined by 8. linear expendi ture system with habi t formation"- / For

the purpose of simplifications we,' here use the following formula for de

scribing the relation between household ineome and conslli~ption of

different commodities:

PC. = S. y + 0.<
l l ~l)

Expression (Il) completes our simplified model.

3. Redueed form analysis

\ole are nov interested in the effeets of different patterns of governmen-:;

spending on eonsumption, employment and imports. In order to analyze these

eff~cts vie must rewrite ourmodel in a reduced form. It is natural

first to find a solution in terms of X. Thus ve first derive:

l)In the original model household taxation is eovered by an extensed verSl
of the tax model presented in Jakobsson-Normann [1973).
2) See Parks [1969). For estimation of this modelon Swedish data, see
Dahlman-Klevmarken [1971).
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PG + Q • (S T) + LOG • w dn(l-p)' B·c +i = qi ~i c - o 1 01 ~ - l

By substituting (3), (6) and (12) ln (l), we get

E.. D

Xi = [~ (aij + ~) Xj + ~( i1 + Yil)OG1 + Sic(S - To) +

+ q. + PI. + 01· + ~S. + EX.J/[l + h.].l l l l l l

Rewriting (13) in matrix form, we get

X = BX + fOC - BcTo + Q, (13) ,

where X = (Xl'···· 'X23 ) E

B = 23 x 23 matrix with typical element b .. = (a .. + A~J)/(l + h. )
lJ lJ l

r _.. 23 x 13 matrix with typical element t i1
= (f>il + A~; )/(1 + h. )

11 l

{3 = row vector with typical element (3./(l+h.)
l l

Q column vector with typical element ({3.cS + q. + PI. + or. +
l l l l

. + EX.) / (l+h . ) .
l . l l

Provided the matrix (I-B) has full rank the system (13)' can be'

'solved for X in the following way:

X = (l - B)-l (fOG - ScT + Q).
o

(14)

We are interested in how the solution X is affected by changes

ln the vector OC. Obviously the properties of the B matrix are essentiaI

ln this connection.

By recalling the definition of the typical element in the B matrix

it is easy to show that B is a positive matrix (i.e. all the elements of B

are positive in va1ue) with the characteristic that all column-sums are

less than~ne. It is then well-knownl ) that this implies that
2 n ()-l. . .. hI + B + B + ... + B + ... = I-B . Slnce B lS posltlve t len

I + B + Bn + > O and hence (I-B)-l > O.

l) See e. g. Dorfman, SaJTlUelson and Solow [1958] , pp 254-257.
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It lS also clear that r lS a positive matrix. Consequently,

eX = (I-B)-l.r > o
eOC
Thereforp A-n increase 1n public consumption 1n any branch

will aJ~ays ceteris uaribus give rise to an increase in production 1n the

private sectors.
The structure of r reflects the fact that the effects on the

private sector of an lncrease in public consumption takes place

(i) via increased demand of consumption goods from publicly

employed people (Dil elementin formula Q2»

(ii) via increased direct public expenditure III the private sec

tors (Yi~ elementin formula (12)).

Let us now turn to our ma1n task, namely the effects of changes

in OC on total emp~oyment, total private consumption and imports.

Concerning total employmen (TL) we get by (2), (4) and (6)

X.
TL = I\~(1-a1' - Ia .. ) + Id.OC.,

tAl Jl j J J

whereby
~TI eX. l
u l == I_l . ( l-a.
ooe. ooe. A. 1

J J 1

Ia .. )+d.
Jl J

eX.
where l lS given by the matrix (I-E)-l . 'r.

COC.
J

So a change ln OC. results in a direct effect on public
J

employment (d.) and an indirect multiplier effect on private employment.
J

The latter effect appears as the suru of pm·tia1 effects on each spe-

cific branch. Obviously we could expect that

eTL .l- oTL . Y .l- k
eOC

j
T eOCk J T

~e effect on employment from public spenäing will vary according

to where the spending takes place.
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Turning to private consumption, we have by (12)

PC = EPC· = Eq. + c(S-T ) + EDC1l i l o 1
(l-p)c +

(18)

whereby

OPC
oDe.

J

aX
= '" k (1-12)c. ( l "') + w . d . . ( l-p)c "

~ kDC 1 • w k -uk - ~a'k oJ Jk u j A k p. J

The above expression lS very similar to that which holds for

the employment derivative.

For imports we simply have

M = EM. = Ek.X.l l l

and consequently

The next section will be devoted to a presentation of the em-
. . . oM åTL d åpe

p1rlcal estlmates of åDC' oDe. an aDC' for the 13 different branches of
.1 l t lgovernment that appear ln our econome r.t.c model.

4. .Multi121ier simulations

In the IUI model the public sector lS first split into two subheadings:

l) those services produced under the direct control of central government

and 2) those produced under the controI of local governments. These in

turn are divided into the seven and six respective branches listed in

Table l.
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Table l. Public branches ln the rur econometric model

~~~hority

Central
government

Local
governments

Branch nlli~ber

l

2

3

4

5
6

7

8

9
10

Il

12

13

Kind of activity

Defence

Public order and safety

Universities and other higher education

Research hospitals

Social security

State roads

Other services produced by the central
government

Fire protection

Lower education

Health

Welfare services

Local roads and streets

Other services produced by local
governments

For each of the 13 branches the kind of multipliers theoretica11y

derived in the preceding section have been estimated by simulations in

the original non-simplified model. The results can be found in table 2.

A general observation from the table is that each kind of mu1tip1ier

varies considerab1y in size between different public branches. Observing

the effects on emp10yrnent within the public sector itse1f (dOL/dOCi) we

find that the highest mu1tip1ier (branch 4) is almost four times greater

than the 10west one (branch 12). Going one line further down observing

the effects on private emp10yrnent (dL/dOCi), the highest mu1tip1ier (branch

12) is about six times the 10west one (branch 4). Concerning the aggregated

emp10yrnent effects (aTL/aoCi) the highest mu1tip1ier (branch 4) is about

four times greater than the 10west one (branch 3). Goint further down

in the table we find that the effects on imports and private consumption

created by a unit increase in public consumption expenditure varies even

more than the emp10yrnent effects. For examp1e, the rise in private con

sumption (apc/aOCi ) connected with an increase of public consumption ex

penditures in branch 12 lS about seven times greater than that induced by

an equiva1ent expansion ln branch 9.



Table 2. The effects on public employment (OL), private employment (L), total employrnent (TL=OL+L), imports (M) and private

consumption (PC) in different public branches created by rise of l mill. Sw Cr (1968 prices) in yearly public

cons~mption expenditures (OC)

,_. • • J' ~?..,.~ .. • &;±. I • ; iX;. .$ .;; .,. ,="""."", ...... ,*00 F ~

Public branch in which the yearly consumption expendi tures are rised
__....+:< ••"'GllI , .... "" ~......... A" *.l!iIJii*f<'~ti 1_ J 011/1'.(__,,,._,,,,,,;;; 44$ .... ;:;q:;••,.\\!!i<t4,Ji ' •. ,41; _~ IUiG _._::0.%4'",0 il1it:;:;JIif,.,klt"!!l§tt~

__u. . Cenj;ral gp.':.0;rnr:e.r:t _ ... "'.3.' ~oC3.l gov~rnm.e!.'~t.s" .."" =, .",._'....,

Kind of multiplier -l 2 3 1+ 5 6 7 8 9 10 Il l C)
c 13

-." I l III t. GO • " Q!$ill Q.t" .~ IM • et. i! •• .. !Ii • 4!iit( u: ! ".tJA 4 I "" 'QiAWM$, q • AP". ~

aOL/doc.
(thousa1ds of working
hours) 27,8 38,1'_ 23,~ .102 21 27,3 24,1 32,8 24,7 28,8 50 ,2 65,3 1,6.& 22,7
a PL/30C.
(thousa:bds of worldng
hour;;; ) 12·,9 6,7 7,8 16,8 10,9 28,0 9,4 6,9 ~ .. 10,4 10,9 35.6 17,8

~.---
1'00'~~iI"::::l::

aL/aoc.
(thosahds of working
boui-s) 40,8, 44,8 31?:l:. 118,2 38,2 . 52,1 42,1 . 31,6 34,8 6o ,'r 76,2 52,4 40.5

el JvI/aoc .
(milj.l Sw Cr,
1968 prices) 0,26 0,09 0,08 0,22 0,13 0,33 0,12 0,07 0,07 ,.0,16 °t15 0,32 0,20-- .~

~ ,
el pc/aoc.
(milj. 13;.; er,
1968 priccs) 0,21 0,11 0,13 0,34 0,19 0,41+ 0,17 0,09 0,08 0,19 °,32 0,54 0,26

~~..
~"",....-.,,~. . iIlilt.!!lI , "ilifi~. w .(5 S ".Jtv Q.te,

.....
c
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5. stabilization policy: some implications

Some of the policy implications given by table 2 are quite obvious. For

example, assume that we want to reduce unemployment by raising public

expenditures. We then know that the additional employment created.will

vary in magnitude and in placement within the private and public

sectors, depending on where the consumption expenditures were in

creased. A rise of the public consumption within branch 4 will yield the

highest increase in aggregate employment, with most of the new employ

ment in the public sector itself. On the Gther hand, expanding the con

sumption in branch 12 will give us a considerable employment effect

within the private sector. Branch 4 (research hospitals) is labour ln

tensive and requires very small inputs from the private sector. In

contrast, branch 12 (local roads and streets) has a very small pro

duction of its own: most of its services (road work) are bought from

private firms.

A classical problem ln short term stabilization policy lS how

to increase domestic demand without deteriorating the balance of pay

ments. A simple policy-guide to that problem can be obtained by con-
. . th + . dL / dM 2 .structlng e ravlO 00C. 8OC. from table . This ratlo expresses, for

a unit increase of publtc con§umption expenditures, how much employment

a From 2 it

(research hospitals

branch 2 (public order and safety) and branch 9 (lower education) have

very high ratios. The lowest ratio is found in branch l (defense).

Consequently, public consumption expenditures within this branch

should not be expanded for employment purposes only.

6. Medium term planning: the trade off between private and

Eublic consumption

Leaving short term policy and facing the problems of mealum term planning,

the implications of table 2 are no longer obvious. We shall here use the

formation given in the table to investigate a typical medium term problem,

thetrad~off between public and private consumption under given resource

constraints and with given economic targets.

With given production possibilities and with full capacity utilization
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every increase ln public consumption will force us to sacrifice a certain

amount of private eonsumption. The latter amount will vary in size de

pending on the pattern of public consumption with respect to the

branches. Our primary question concerns the size of this variation

and its relation to a given growth in public consumption when our free

dom in choosing a pattern is limited by given production possibilities

and resource constraints. We formulate the question more precisely

as follows. ConsideI' a glven increase in the amount

of public consumption. Depending on the b~anch pattern of the increased

spending there will be a certain amount of private eonsumption forgone.

How large will the range of variation in this pattern be with respect to

different spending patterns?

To answer the question posed we have taken as a beneh-mark one of

the maln alternatives for the development of the Swedish economy between

1974 and 1980, which was worked out with the IUI econometric model within

d
· . l).

framework of ame lum term study of the Swedlsh economy . Thls means that we

have adopted the values of the exogenous variables that goes with this

tive and that we have restricted ourselves to the same resource 80nstl'ailits:

a eertain level of employment and a certain levelon imports (the level

that gives balance ln foreign payments with regard to the exogenously

determined exports.)

Let us denote the ehange in public expenditure in this alternative

by the exogeneously determined veetor L\OC= (L\OC 1 ' .. ·· ,L\OC13 ). According to

our multiplier analysis this change gives rise to certain increases in

imports 'md labour requirements and to a certain increase in the value of

public consu~ption. These changes are given by:

13 (lTL
'öTL ::: L: L\OC.

i=l
(lOC. ll

13
'öM = L: 'öOC.

i:::l (lOC. ll

13
KOC ::: L: 'öOC.

i=13
l

l) IUI [1976].
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Our task now, is to investigate how private consumption can be

varied by choosing different values of the public consumption in different

branches, while holding total public conslli~ption constant. The resource

requirements of the new policy should equal those implied by ~TL and ~M.

Generally it is clear that a choice of public branches with small
I . \ .

multipliers makes it posslble to transfer resources towards productlon

and imports of private consumption goods. This change in potential supply

has to be met by a corresponding change in household demand of private

consumption goods.

We therefore need an instrument for demand management. The instru

ment we shall use is the tax parameter p (see eq. (10)), which in the origi

nal solution had the specific value p. Shifting the value on p(~p=p-p)

yields a uniform percentage shift of the tax-schedule for all income classes.

Within the framework of our multiplier analysis the partial effects on

employment, private consumption and imports of a change in p have been

investigated. In what follows these partial effects will be denoted by

aTL/ap, apc/ap and aM/ap.

Now the stage is finally set for a full formal treatment of the

problem: Choose the vector (~OC1, .... ,~OC13'~P) that maximizes (minimizes)

subject to the constraints:

13
E aTL 60C. + aTL ~p = ~TL

. l aoc. l apl= l

13
E 1l0C = iJ.OC

i=l

60C. > O Vi.l
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Giving the results in terms of shares of total changes it is

found that ~PC is reached by the help of the following set of policy
max

parmneters (~OC1, .... ,~OC13,~p)/~OC = (O, 0, 0.22, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.17, 0,0,

0.17, 0, O). In the same way ~PC. will be reached by the following set
mln

of policy parameters: (O, 0, 0, 0.16 0, 0.06, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.78, 0, 0, 0.002
\

Our basic question was how much ~PC could differ for a given value

of ~OC, or in other words, how large the difference is between ~PC an
max

bPC. for each given ~OC in our LP problem. As an answer to ourmln
question the values of the objective function corresponding to the

policies just presented give us the following measure:

lIPC - ~PC .
max mln

bOC

= 0.28 (26)

This is an interesting result. It tells us that the "price" in terms of

sacrified private consumption, which we have to pay for a unit ln

crease ln public consumption, can vary 28 %for varlOUS patterns of

public consumption growth.

l' Conclusions

The analysis has shown that the pattern of public consumption growth has

a large influence on the development of other central economic variables.

The special analysis of the trade-off between public and private con

sumption throws a new light on the old topic "private or public con

sumption". In an economy with a highly differentiated public sector the

trade-off is not uniquely determined. The sacrifice of private consump

tion corresponding to the growth in public consumption will vary con

siderably according to the distribution of the public consumption growth

upon different branches within the public sector.
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